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Memories are acquired and encoded within large-
scale neuronal networks spanning different brain
areas. The anatomical and functional specificity of
such long-range interactions and their role in learning
is poorly understood. The amygdala and the medial
prefrontal cortex (mPFC) are interconnected brain
structures involved in the extinction of conditioned
fear. Here, we show that a defined subpopulation of
basal amygdala (BA) projection neurons targeting
the prelimbic (PL) subdivision of mPFC is active dur-
ing states of high fear, whereas BA neurons targeting
the infralimbic (IL) subdivision are recruited, and
exhibit cell-type-specific plasticity, during fear extinc-
tion. Pathway-specific optogenetic manipulations
demonstrate that the activity balance between path-
ways is causally involved in fear extinction. Together,
our findings demonstrate that, although intermingled
locally, long-range connectivity defines distinct sub-
populations of amygdala projection neurons and
indicate that the formation of long-term extinction
memoriesdependson thebalanceof activity between
two defined amygdala-prefrontal pathways.
INTRODUCTION
Pairing an initially neutral stimulus (conditioned stimulus [CS])
with an aversive stimulus (unconditioned stimulus [US]) leads
to the formation of a robust and long-lasting fear memory. Inhi-
bition of conditioned fear responses can be achieved by
repeated exposure to the CS in the absence of the US, a process
called fear extinction (Quirk and Mueller, 2008; Sotres-Bayon
et al., 2006; Myers and Davis, 2007; Herry et al., 2010; Ji and
Maren, 2007). Fear and fear extinction memories are thought
to be acquired and storedwithin distinct but interacting neuronal428 Neuron 81, 428–437, January 22, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.networks, because animals can retrieve and express both
conditioned fear and extinction behavior in a context- or
internal-state-dependent manner (Quirk and Mueller, 2008;
Sotres-Bayon et al., 2006; Myers and Davis, 2007; Herry et al.,
2010; Ji and Maren, 2007).
The basolateral amygdala (BLA), comprising the lateral (LA),
basal (BA), and basomedial (BMA) subnuclei, is involved in the
acquisition of both fear and extinction memories (Myers and
Davis, 2007; Herry et al., 2010; Amano et al., 2011). In addition,
the formation of context-dependent, long-term extinction mem-
ories depends on the hippocampus and on the medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC) (Quirk and Mueller, 2008; Amano et al., 2011).
The infralimbic (IL) subdivision of the mPFC plays a central role
in extinction memory consolidation and retrieval, whereas the
adjacent prelimbic (PL) subdivision has been implicated in sus-
tained fear expression and resistance to extinction (Quirk andMu-
eller, 2008; Burgos-Robles et al., 2009; Sierra-Mercado et al.,
2011). Given that amygdala neurons projecting to the hippocam-
pus and to the mPFC are predominantly located in BA (Hoover
and Vertes, 2007) and that the BA contains functionally distinct
classes of neurons responding selectively to conditioned or extin-
guished CSs (i.e., fear and extinction neurons) (Herry et al., 2008),
we sought to investigate the anatomical and functional specificity
of BA projection pathways at the level of identified neurons.RESULTS
To address the question whether BA projection neurons exhibit
target specificity and whether neurons projecting to distinct
targets are differentially activated during fear conditioning and
extinction, we first combined retrograde tracing with immuno-
histochemical analysis of activity-dependent expression of
the immediate-early gene product FOS. Mice (n = 41) were in-
jected with retrogradely transported latex beads (retrobeads)
into two prominent targets of BA neurons, the mPFC and the
ventral hippocampus (vHC). Retrogradely labeled neurons
were found to be predominantly located in the magnocellular
(anterior) subdivision of the BA (Figure 1A). In some animals
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Figure 1. Extinction Induces FOS Expression in BA Neurons Projecting to the mPFC
(A) Experimental scheme and epifluorescent image illustrating back-labeled BA neurons projecting to medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) or hippocampus (HC). BA,
basal amygdala; LA, lateral amygdala. The scale bar represents 50 mm.
(B) Experimental groups: Ext., extinction; FC, fear conditioning; no Ext., no extinction.
(C) Behavioral results: When exposed to the CS, the CS-only (n = 21) and extinction (Ext.; n = 17) groups exhibit low levels of freezing, whereas freezing levels are
high in the fear conditioned (FC; n = 12; p < 0.0001 versus pre-CS) and no extinction (no Ext.; n = 22; p < 0.0001 versus pre-CS) groups.
(D) After CS presentations eliciting high fear (FC and no Ext.), the total population of BA neurons expresses high levels of FOS (white bars), similar to the two
subpopulations projecting to the mPFC (gray bars) and the HC (black bars). In contrast, extinction training caused FOS induction in the total population and in
mPFC-projecting neurons, but not in BA neurons projecting to HC. For nonnormalized counts of bead-labeled, FOS-positive, and double-labeled neurons, see
Table S1. The total population was defined by NeuN labeling.
(E) Confocal images illustrating FOS-positive, mPFC-projecting (left), and HC-projecting (right) BA neurons. Insets illustrate an mPFC- (left) and a HC-projecting
(right) FOS-positive BA neuron. The scale bars represent 20 mm; inset: 10 mm. *p < 0.05.
All values are expressed as means ± SEM.
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Behavioral Specificity of BLA Projection Neuronsthat were injected with retrobeads of two distinct colors into
mPFC and vHC, we found two largely nonoverlapping cell pop-
ulations (colabeled neurons: 6.0% of HC-projecting neurons;
5.9% of mPFC-projecting neurons; n = 1,836 HC-projecting
neurons and 1,877 mPFC-projecting neurons from 17 double-
injected animals) retrogradely labeled from these two brain
structures, suggesting that BA neurons project out of the amyg-
dala in a target-specific manner.
Five days after retrobead injection,micewere subjected to one
of four different behavioral paradigms: theacute fear conditioning
group (FC; n = 12)was analyzed immediately after conditioning to
investigate immediate FOS expression (Figures 1B and 1C). The
extinction group (Ext.; n = 17) was subjected to two extinction
sessions in a different context, which completely abolished CS-
induced freezing responses (Figures 1B and 1C). In addition,
two control groups were used to assess the specificity of fear
conditioning- and extinction-induced FOS expression. The no
extinction group (no Ext.; n = 22) was fear conditioned on
day 1, but instead of being subjected to extinction training on
days 2 and 3, these animals only received brief CS reminders
that did not result in fear extinction. Extinction and no-extinction
animals exhibited completely different freezing behavior when
exposed to a CS and were analyzed at the same time point onday 3 (2 hr after the last CSexposure) (Figures 1Band1C). Finally,
a group of animals was exposed to the two contexts and to the
same number of CSs as the no-extinction animals, but did not
receive any CS-US pairings on day 1 (CS-only group; n = 21).
To measure learning-induced FOS expression, animals were
sacrificed 2 hr after training, when FOS expression is at its
peak (Herry and Mons, 2004). Naive animals that were only
exposed to their home cage displayed virtually no FOS expres-
sion in the BLA (Figure S1 available online). Both fear condition-
ing and extinction resulted in significant FOS induction as
compared to the CS control group in the entire basolateral com-
plex, including the lateral amygdala, BA, and basomedial amyg-
dala (Figures 1D and S1). Notably, even though freezing behavior
was completely different in extinction and no-extinction animals,
the percentage of FOS-positive BA neurons was almost identical
between the two groups (Figures 1D, white bars, and S1).
To address whether different neuronal populations express
FOS after fear conditioning versus extinction in a projection-
specific manner, we employed retrograde labeling from mPFC
and vHC (Figure 1E). Relative to CS control animals, both
mPFC-projecting and vHC-projecting BA neurons showed
increased FOS expression in the two groups of animals with
high fear levels (FC and no Ext.). After extinction, however,Neuron 81, 428–437, January 22, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 429
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Figure 2. Projection to mPFC Subdivision
Determines Activation of BA Neurons in
Either Fear or Extinction Learning
(A and B) Examples of RB injection sites and
location of projection neurons in the BA. (A) In-
jection in the prelimbic (PL) and (B) infralimbic (IL)
subdivisions of the mPFC. The scale bars repre-
sent 700 mm. PL- and IL-projecting neurons are
located in the BA. BA, basal amygdala; LA, lateral
amygdala.
(C) Whereas the total population of mPFC-pro-
jecting BA neurons exhibits high FOS levels in both
the no Ext. and Ext. groups, neurons projecting to
the IL express FOS specifically after extinction and
neurons projecting to the PL express FOS after CS
presentations, eliciting high fear (FC and no Ext.).
Total mPFC population is the same data as shown
in Figure 1. PL- and IL-projecting neurons are a
subset of the total population. For nonnormalized
counts of bead-labeled, FOS-positive, and dou-
ble-labeled neurons, see Table S1.
(D) Opposite correlations between the magnitude
of learning-induced changes in freezing behavior
and the percentage of FOS-expressing neurons in
PL-projecting neurons (top panel; circles: CS only,
n = 4 animals; triangles: FC, n = 3; squares: no-Ext,
n = 7; diamonds: Ext., n = 5) and IL-projecting
neurons (bottom panel; circles: CS only, n = 3
animals; triangles: FC, n = 3; squares: no-Ext, n = 3.; diamonds: Ext., n = 3). Changes in freezing values (Learning index) were calculated as differences between
CS-induced freezing after learning versus CS-induced freezing before learning (for Ext. and FC groups) or CS-induced freezing versus pre-CS baseline freezing
(for CS-only and no Ext. groups). *p < 0.05.
All values are expressed as means ± SEM.
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Behavioral Specificity of BLA Projection NeuronsFOS expression was elevated exclusively in mPFC-projecting
neurons (Figure 1D; Table S1). Importantly, we ruled out the
possibility that this result was biased by unequal numbers of
retrogradely labeled neurons between groups (Figure S2). These
findings support the notion that mPFC- and vHC-projecting neu-
rons represent two functionally distinct neuronal subpopulations
but also raise the question whymPFC-projecting neurons exhibit
similar levels of FOS expression after fear conditioning and
extinction.
One possible explanation is that BA neurons projecting to the
mPFC comprise a heterogeneous population of distinct neurons
specifically involved in fear conditioning and extinction. Consis-
tent with this notion, previous reports have attributed opposite
roles in the expression and extinction of conditioned fear to the
PL and IL subdivisions of the mPFC (Quirk and Mueller, 2008;
Burgos-Robles et al., 2009; Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011). In
agreement with this hypothesis, analysis of tissue obtained
from animals with selective PL- or IL-targeted retrobead injec-
tions (Figures 2A and 2B) revealed that fear conditioning caused
FOS expression predominantly in PL-projecting BA neurons,
whereas extinction led to FOS expression selectively in the IL-
projecting population (Figures 2C, S2, and S3; Table S1).
Notably, when correlating the percentage of FOS-expressing
neurons with the magnitude of learning-induced behavioral
changes in all animals, we found significant but opposite corre-
lations for both PL- and IL-projecting neurons (Figure 2D).
Together with anatomical data indicating that BA neurons
back-labeled from the IL exhibit only sparse collaterals projec-
ting to PL (Figure S2), these complementary changes in FOS430 Neuron 81, 428–437, January 22, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.expression indicate that acquisition and extinction of fear cause
a shift in the balance of activity between two distinct subpopula-
tions of BA projection neurons.
We next addressed the question whether the balance between
BA/IL and BA/PL projections could play a causal role in the
formation of extinction memories. In order to specifically manip-
ulate the activity of IL- and PL-projecting BA neurons with opto-
genetics, we used an intersectional approach involving multiple
viral vectors. We injected a mixture of two retrogradely trans-
ported viruses expressing Cre-recombinase (herpes simplex
virus 1 [HSV-1] and canine adenovirus type 2 [CAV-2]) (Lima
et al., 2009; Hnasko et al., 2006) into either IL or PL (Figures
3A, 3B, S4, and S5). Animals were then injected locally into the
BA with a conditional adeno-associated viral vector (AAV)
coexpressing channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) and halorhodopsin
(NpHR) in a Cre-dependent manner (Figures 3A and 3B) (Tang
et al., 2009), such that opsin expression was restricted to IL- or
PL-projecting BA neurons, respectively (Figure 3B). In a subset
of animals, optrodes for simultaneous single-unit recordings
and optical stimulation were chronically implanted. Illumination
with blue light (to activate ChR2) or with yellow light (to activate
NpHR) induced bidirectional changes in activity in 24% of all re-
corded neurons (including animals with injections not restricted
to IL or PL), confirming the validity of the optogenetic approach
(Figures 3C and S11). Consistent with the increase in FOS
expression in IL-projecting neurons after extinction, we found
one-third of the optogenetically identified IL-projecting neurons
to be selectively activated by an extinguished CS (5 out of 14;
Figures 3D and 3E). None of the IL-projecting neurons were
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Figure 3. Balance of Activity between IL- and PL-Projecting BA Cells Is Causally Involved in Fear Extinction
(A and B) Intersectional approach for specific optogenetic identification and manipulation of IL- or PL-projecting BA cells. A mixture of HSV-1 and CAV-2, both
expressing Cre recombinase, was injected into either subdivision of the mPFC to retrogradely infect BA-projection neurons. A Cre-dependent AAV was injected
into the BA to specifically express ChR2, NpHR, and Venus in Cre-expressing BA-projection neuron.
(C) Raster plots (top) and Z scored population peristimulus time histograms (bottom) of opsin-mediated light responses (ChR2-mediated activation, left; NpHR-
mediated inhibition, right) in mPFC-projecting BA cells (n = 39 units from nine animals) recorded with chronically implanted optrodes for simultaneous single-unit
recordings and illumination. Light responses show validity of the intersectional optogenetic approach.
(D) Functional characterization of optogenetically identified IL- and PL-projecting neurons. Chronic optrode recordings allow functional characterization of
optogenetically identified IL-projecting and PL-projecting BA cells during discriminative fear conditioning and extinction training. Histograms illustrate responses
from IL-projecting extinction neurons (n = 5) and PL-projecting fear neurons (n = 2). Individual units were classified as fear neurons if they exhibited significant
responses after FC, but not after extinction, and vice versa for extinction neurons (see Experimental Procedures).
(E) A subpopulation of 36% (5 out of 14 units from four animals) of IL-projecting BA neurons shows specific activation to an extinguished CS (extinction cells).
Persistent cells show significant responses to both conditioned and extinguished CSs (Herry et al., 2008). A subpopulation of 28% of PL-projecting BA neurons
(two out of seven units from two animals) shows specific activation to a fear-conditioned, nonextinguished CS (fear cells). Persistent cells show significant re-
sponses to both conditioned and extinguished CSs (Herry et al., 2008). n(total) = number of all recorded units in animals with correct targeting.
(F) Optogenetic manipulation of IL- or PL-projecting BA neuron activity oppositely affects long-term extinction memory acquisition. Animals (n = 5 per group)
expressing ChR2 and NpHR specifically in IL-projecting or PL-projecting BA cells were subjected to fear conditioning and extinction. Two distinct auditory CSs
were both pairedwith foot shocks. During extinction training, the BAwas illuminated via chronically implanted optic fibers. CS1was pairedwith blue andCS2with
yellow light (Figure S7). During retrieval on the next day, CSs were presented without light. Statistical analysis of the behavioral outcome of optogenetic
manipulations of BA/IL and BA/PL pathways revealed a significant interaction of stimulation light (blue/yellow) 3 pathway (two-way ANOVA, F1,16 = 29.97,
p < 0.001; post hoc comparison blue light [IL versus PL]: p > 0.05; yellow light [IL versus PL]: p < 0.05). *p < 0.05.
All values are expressed as means ± SEM.
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Behavioral Specificity of BLA Projection Neuronsactivated exclusively by a CS eliciting a high fear response (Fig-
ures 3D and 3E; p < 0.05; Fisher’s exact test). Conversely, we
found that a subpopulation of PL-projecting neurons was selec-
tively activated by a conditioned, nonextinguished CS (two out of
seven; p > 0.05) with none of the PL-projecting neurons respond-
ing to an extinguished CS (Figures 3D and 3E). Together, this
demonstrates that functionally identified ‘‘extinction neurons’’and ‘‘fear neurons’’ overlap with two distinct anatomically
defined subpopulations of BA neurons projecting to IL or PL,
respectively.
Next, we chronically implanted animals bilaterally with optical
fibers just above the BA (Figure S6) and fear conditioned them
using two different tones as CSs. Subsequently, both of these
CSs were extinguished. During extinction, one CS was alwaysNeuron 81, 428–437, January 22, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 431
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Figure 4. Ex Vivo Analysis of Synaptic Input and Global Intrinsic
Excitability of PL- and IL-Projecting BA Neurons
(A) Infrared DIC and fluorescent images of a retrobead-labeled BA neuron in an
acute brain slice. The scale bar represents 20 mm. IR, infrared.
(B) Fear conditioning and extinction did not lead to any changes in sEPSC
amplitude, frequency, or kinetics (PL-projecting neurons: CS only, n = 14; no
Ext., n = 14; Ext., n = 20; IL-projecting neurons: CS only, n = 15; no Ext., n = 13;
Ext., n = 10). Plots are averages (with horizontal error bars; SEM) of binned
cumulative distributions of individual cells. The scale bars represent 50 pA, 1 s.
(C) Fear conditioning and extinction had no effect on overall excitability of PL-
and IL-projecting neurons as measured by depolarizing somatic current steps
(PL-projecting neurons: CS only, n = 16; no Ext., n = 22; Ext., n = 27; IL-pro-
jecting neurons: CS only, n = 27; no Ext., n = 20; Ext., n = 21). The scale bar
represents 100 ms, 40 mV.
All values are expressed as means ± SEM.
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Behavioral Specificity of BLA Projection Neuronsdelivered in combination with blue-light stimulation, whereas the
other was presented together with yellow light. Strikingly, ani-
mals exhibited weaker long-term extinction memory (reflected
by higher freezing levels) for the CS that was extinguished in
conjunction with inhibition of IL-projecting BA neurons (yellow
light stimulation; Figure 3F). When selectively targeting PL-pro-
jecting BA neurons, we observed the opposite outcome, that
is, inhibition of the BA/PL pathway resulted in increased
extinction memory (Figure 3F). None of the optogenetic manipu-
lations had an effect on within-session extinction (Figure S7),
indicating that acute within-session extinction and the formation
of long-term extinction memories represent independent biolog-
ical processes. Together, these data provide strong evidence
that the balance of activity between the BA/IL and BA/PL
pathways is an important factor causally involved in the acquisi-
tion of long-term extinction memories.
Given the differential contribution of PL- and IL-projecting BA
neurons to fear extinction, we next asked whether these popula-
tions also display differential plasticity upon learning. We pre-
pared acute coronal slices from animals injected with retrobeads
and obtained whole-cell recordings from 132 retrogradely
labeled neurons (Figure 4A). To address whether the overall syn-
aptic drive onto PL- or IL-projecting neurons was altered by fear
conditioning or extinction, we analyzed spontaneous excitatory
synaptic currents (sEPSCs). This analysis did not reveal any dif-
ferences in sEPSC amplitude, frequency, or kinetics between
cell types nor between different behavioral groups (Figure S3).
Because sEPSCs reflect mixed synaptic input from different af-
ferents and local connections, our data do not exclude the pos-
sibility that fear conditioning or extinction could have induced
input-specific changes in synaptic transmission, which we
were unable to detect among sEPSCs originating from many
different inputs. Similarly, we found that the somatic action po-
tential input-output function of IL- and PL-projecting neurons
was not affected by behavioral training (Figures 4B, 4C, and
S3), even though PL-projecting neurons exhibited a lower input
resistance and were more depolarized in slices obtained from
‘‘no extinction’’ animals compared to cells recorded from ani-
mals subjected to extinction (Table S2). In contrast, several other
biophysical properties of PL- and IL-projecting BA neurons were
differentially modified by fear conditioning and extinction (sum-
marized in Tables S2 and S3).
First, we found that PL-projecting BA neurons showed
increased firing of action potential bursts in response to a depo-
larizing current injection in the high fear ‘‘no extinction’’ group,
but not in the low fear ‘‘extinction’’ group (Figure 5A). Strikingly,
IL-projecting neurons exhibited opposite changes, with in-
creased bursting selectively after extinction (Figure 5B). Impor-
tantly, changes in burst firing were also observed in vivo when
recording from functionally defined fear and extinction neurons
in behaving animals (Herry et al., 2008; Figures 5A and 5B). There
were no significant changes in the overall spontaneous firing
rates of fear and extinction neurons, which could account for
changes in burst firing (Figure S8). Thus, fear conditioning and
extinction resulted in cell-type-specific changes in action poten-
tial firing dynamics toward more burst firing. Because at many
synapses, action potential bursts transmit information more
reliably than single spikes (Lisman, 1997), learning may have432 Neuron 81, 428–437, January 22, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.changed the impact of PL- and IL-projection neurons on their tar-
gets by altering firing dynamics.
In addition, acquisition of extinction caused plastic changes of
the action potential waveform exclusively in IL-projecting neu-
rons. One effect was a reduction of the fast afterhyperpolari-
zation (AHPfast) (Figure 5C). Moreover, IL-projecting neurons
displayed a selective increase in action potential width with
extinction learning (Figure 5D). In keeping with the results ob-
tained from ex vivo whole-cell recordings, further analysis re-
vealed that the width of extracellularly recorded spikes in vivo
increased with fear extinction specifically in identified extinction
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Figure 5. Fear Conditioning and Extinction Induce Pathway-Specific
Changes in Action-Potential Firing Dynamics and Action-Potential
Kinetics
(A) Burst firing of PL-projecting neurons in response to a depolarizing current
injection recorded ex vivo is selectively enhanced in slices of the no Ext. group
(left, CS only, n = 16; no Ext., n = 22; Ext., n = 27). The scale bars represent
100 ms, 40 mV. Similarly, fear neurons recorded in vivo show increased
numbers of bursts (right, n = 32 neurons from 15 animals).
(B) IL-projecting neurons recorded ex vivo show increased burst firing after
extinction (left, CS only, n = 26; no Ext., n = 20; Ext., n = 21). The scale bars
represent 100ms, 40mV. Likewise, extinction neurons recorded in vivo exhibit
increased numbers of bursts upon extinction (right).
(C and D) Reduced AHPfast and broadened spike width in IL-projecting
neurons recorded ex vivo after extinction (IL-projecting neurons: CS only,
n = 26; no Ext., n = 20; Ext., n = 21; PL-projecting: CS only, n = 16; no Ext.,
n = 22; Ext. n = 27). The scale bars represent 2 ms, 2 mV (D) and 1 ms,
20 mV (E).
(E) Extinction neurons recorded in vivo exhibit increased spike width after
extinction. (n = 26 neurons from 13 animals). Arrows indicate measured
spike width. The scale bars represent 200 ms, 20 mV. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001.
All values are expressed as means ± SEM.
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Behavioral Specificity of BLA Projection Neuronsneurons (Figure 5E). In contrast to extinction neurons, fear neu-
rons showed no changes in spike waveforms (Figure 5E). Thus,
converging evidence from slice experiments and recordings in
freely moving animals during behavior implicates plasticity of ac-
tion potential firing dynamics and action potential waveforms in
distinct subpopulations of BA projection neurons in fear condi-
tioning and extinction.
DISCUSSION
Together, our findings indicate that acquisition of fear extinction
is mediated, at least in part, by a shift in the balance between two
separate pathways from the BA to distinct subdivisions of the
mPFC. The largely opposing roles of PL and IL in fear and extinc-
tion behavior (Quirk and Mueller, 2008) thus reflect functional
and target specificity of BA principal neurons and suggests
that these specific subpopulations of amygdala projection neu-
rons are behaviorally relevant drivers of IL and PL function.
During extinction learning, the balance between the two amyg-
dala-mPFC pathways may be shifted by cell-type-specific syn-
aptic and intrinsic plasticity mechanisms. Although we could
not find any change in the overall glutamatergic synaptic input
onto IL- or PL-projecting BA neurons, this does not exclude
the possibility that specific inputsmay be altered upon extinction
learning. Learning-induced intrinsic plasticity of neuronal excit-
ability has been found in different brain structures (Disterhoft
et al., 1986; Saar et al., 1998; Santini et al., 2008; Zhang and
Linden, 2003). In many cases, changes in currents underlying
the AHP eventually resulting in altered neuronal firing dynamics
have been described (Disterhoft et al., 1986; Saar et al., 1998;
Santini et al., 2008; Zhang and Linden, 2003). Whereas these
changes often occurred in diverse neuronal populations (Dister-
hoft et al., 1986; Saar et al., 1998; Santini et al., 2008), we
demonstrate here that intrinsic plasticity can be expressed in
an exquisitely cell-type-specific fashion. In addition, our results
provide a description of learning-induced changes in action po-
tential width in a defined neuronal circuit. Mechanistically,
changes in the properties or location of voltage- or calcium-
dependent ionic conductances could be involved (Faber and
Sah, 2002; Kuba et al., 2010; Grubb and Burrone, 2010) (Fig-
ure S9). In principle, changes in action potential kinetics or firing
dynamics represent powerful mechanisms by which the impact
of neuronal firing on synaptic transmission, or on dendritic inte-
gration, could be altered. It remains to be tested whether and
how such changes are propagated along the axon and/or into
the dendritic tree. Moreover, it will be interesting to identify the
precise neuronal targets in IL and PL, and how BA input onto
these targets affects function and plasticity of mPFC circuits.
In addition to inputs from the BA, the mPFC acts as a site of
convergence integrating inputs from various brain structures
including hippocampal inputs conveying contextual information
relevant for the expression of extinction memories (Sotres-
Bayon et al., 2012; Hobin et al., 2006). The relative strength of
fear and extinction memory expression, in turn, may involve dif-
ferential projections from IL and PL back to various nuclei of the
amygdala, to the hypothalamus, and/or to downstream struc-
tures in the brainstem (Sesack et al., 1989; Vertes, 2004; Gabbott
et al., 2005; Pinard et al., 2012).Neuron 81, 428–437, January 22, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 433
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rons in other brain areas can depend on their long-range targets
(Morishima and Kawaguchi, 2006; Le Be´ et al., 2007; Hattox and
Nelson, 2007; Brown and Hestrin, 2009; Varga et al., 2010; Lam-
mel et al., 2011). Our present data indicate that target specificity
of long-range glutamatergic projections in the forebrain is likely
an important principle underlying specificity at the behavioral
level. The fact that PL- and IL-projecting BA neurons are inter-
mingled in a salt-and-pepper-like manner, rather than being
anatomically segregated, may help to establish local interactions
important for rapid behavioral switching (Herry et al., 2008).
Indeed, previous findings indicate that long-range target speci-
ficity is associated with exquisite specificity of local excitatory
and inhibitory circuits (Brown and Hestrin, 2009; Varga et al.,
2010). It remains to be determined how defined populations of
amygdala projection neurons are wired and integrated into the
local circuitry and which cell types they contact in their long-
range target structures (Floresco and Tse, 2007; Gabbott et al.,
2006). Interestingly, anatomical reconstructions of biocytin-filled
PL- and IL-projecting neurons revealed that they likely differ with
regard to their local connectivity. Whereas all sufficiently recov-
ered IL-projecting neurons sent collaterals to the central nucleus
of the amygdala (CEA), PL-projecting neurons did not target the
CEA (Figure S10). Eventually, an integrated understanding of
functional circuit organization at both the local and global scale
will be required to determine how complex behaviors emerge
and how they are modified by experience.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Animals
Male C57BL/6Jmice (2–4months old; RCC) were individually housed in a 12 hr
light/dark cycle while the experimentswere running. Food andwater was avail-
able ad libitum. All animal procedures were performed in accordance with
institutional guidelines and were approved by the Veterinary Department of
the Canton of Basel-Stadt.
Behavior
Micewere submitted to an auditory fear conditioning paradigm inwhich the CS
(total CS duration of 30 s, consisting of 50ms pips repeated at 0.9 Hz, 2ms rise
and fall; pip frequency: 7.5 kHz; 80 dB sound pressure level) was paired to the
US (1 s foot shock; 0.6 mA; five CS/US pairings; intertrial interval: 20–180 s).
The onset of the US coincided with the offset of the CS. Fear conditioning
was always performed in a context (context A) different from that used for all
other behavioral sessions (context B). Context A was cleaned with 70%
ethanol and context B with 1% acetic acid. Extinction training was performed
over 2 days in context B by presenting 16 CSs each day (Herry and Mons,
2004). The ‘‘no extinction’’ group was presented with four CSs in context B
for either 2 days (histology data) or 1 day (electrophysiology data). CS-only
control mice were not subjected to fear conditioning but exposed to four
CSs on 3 consecutive days. Freezing behavior was quantified in each behav-
ioral session using an automatic infrared beam detection system (Coulbourn
Instruments) as described previously (Herry et al., 2007). The animals were
considered freezing if no movement was detected for 2 s. Changes in freezing
values (D freezing) were calculated as differences between CS-induced
freezing after learning versus CS-induced freezing before learning (for Ext.
and FC groups) or CS-induced freezing versus pre-CS baseline freezing (for
CS-only and no Ext. groups).
Retrograde Labeling and Surgeries
For retrograde labeling of BA neurons projecting to the mPFC or to the hippo-
campus, we used fluorophore-coated latex microspheres (red excitation434 Neuron 81, 428–437, January 22, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.[exc.] = 530 nm, emission [em.] = 590 nm and green exc. = 460 nm, em. =
505 nm) referred to as retrobeads (RBs) (Lumafluor). RBs were dialyzed
against a sucrose solution (0.32 M) to reduce osmotic stress in injected tis-
sues. Polycarbonate membrane filters (Sterlitech; pore-size 0.01 mm, diameter
25 mm) were placed in a cell culture dish containing 10 ml sucrose solution
and incubated overnight at room temperature. Subsequently, RBs were stored
at 4C until use.
Mice were anesthetized with initially 3% isoflurane (Minrad) and with 2%
during stereotactical surgery. Mice were placed into a stereotactical frame
(David Kopf Instruments; Bilaney) and injected with RBs to the mPFC or the
HC using a syringe (600 Series; 5 ml; Hamilton Bonaduz) or a Picospritzer
(Fo¨hr Medical Instruments) in combination with glass pipettes (borosilicate
glass capillaries; World Precision Instruments pulled on a Flaming/Brown
micropipette puller P-97, Sutter Instruments). The injection volumes for the
mPFC and the hippocampus were 0.2 and 0.3 ml, respectively. Coordinates
to target bilaterally the mPFC were originating from bregma: rostral + 1.75,
lateral ± 0.3, and ventral 2.3 (PL) and 2.5 (IL); the hippocampus coordinates
were caudal  3.6, lateral ± 3.6 and ventral 3.7 (all coordinates calculated
from the Mouse Brain Atlas by Franklin and Paxinos). During surgery, mice
were locally treated with lidocaine (Boehringer Ingelheim) and Naropin (Astra-
Zeneca) for analgesia. Postsurgery treatment of mice involved subcutaneous
injection of 0.06mlMetacam (Boehringer Ingelheim) to reduce pain and inflam-
mation risk.
Immunohistochemistry and Imaging
Mice were deeply anesthetized using urethane 2 hr after the completion of the
behavioral testing and perfused transcardially with ice-cold solution of 4%
paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer (PFA [pH 7.4]). After postfixation over-
night in the same fixative at 4C, coronal sections (50 mm) were cut on a vibra-
tome (Leica Microsystems) and collected in PBS. Free-floating sections were
rinsed in PBS four times. Subsequently, sections were incubated in blocking
solution (10%BSA and 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS) containing the primary poly-
clonal rabbit anti-FOS antibody (Oncogene Research Products; 1: 20,000 dilu-
tion) overnight at 4C. Subsequently, sections were washed with PBS and
incubated for 2 hr at room temperature with fluorescent goat anti-rabbit immu-
noglobulin G (Santa Cruz Biotechnology; 1:1,000 in PBS). Finally, immunola-
beled sections were rinsed three times with PBS, mounted on gelatin-coated
slides, dehydrated, and coverslipped. Three-dimensional z stacks and two-
dimensional overview pictures (tiles) were acquired using a LSM 510 or a
LSM 510 meta confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) and three different laser lines
(488, 543, and 633 nm). Tiles and z stacks were acquired using a 403/1.3 oil
immersion differential interference contrast (DIC) lens. Settings for acquisition
(photomultiplier assignment and contrast values) were adjusted for different
staining batches using a pixel saturation tool on very bright and dark spots.
Pinhole was always adjusted to 1. Tiled images from the entire amygdala
were collected with an opened pinhole. Confocal z stack image series were
sectioned in 1 mm thin optical planes (325.8 mm3 325.8 mm3 10–35 mm), tiles
were taken in 9 3 9 images (2,592.8 mm 3 2,602.2 mm). For quantification of
immediate-early gene (IEG) induction, six tiled overview pictures were
analyzed for each animal. For the quantification of the colocalization of RBs
and FOS, five stacks were analyzed for each animal. Quantification of FOS-
expressing neurons was determined using the Imaris software package
(Bitplane) and LSM Image Browser (Carl Zeiss). The different subnuclei of
the BLA (BA, LA, and BMA) were defined with the Image Browser and then im-
ported to Imaris to automatically count positive nuclei with the spot detection
software. Parameters were kept constant within comparable batches of raw
files. The spot diameter was set to 10 mm for every analysis, whereas the
detection threshold was changed depending on the experiment. For the
RBs/IEG colocalization, double-labeled neurons were counted manually in
the LSM Image Browser.
Viral Expression of Optogenetic Constructs
For optogenetic manipulation of IL- or PL-projecting BA neurons, an intersec-
tional viral approach was used. A mixture of HSV-1 (BioVex; Lima et al., 2009)
and CAV-2 (Hnasko et al., 2006) was bilaterally injected into the IL or PL. Blue
fluorescent latex beads were coinjected to localize injection sites. Both HSV-1
and CAV-2 have the ability to enter axon terminals and thereby retrogradely
Neuron
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subpopulations of the IL- or PL-projecting BA neurons foundwith conventional
tracing approaches (Figures S4 and S5). Therefore, amixture of the two viruses
was used to infect a larger population. Both HSV-1 and CAV-2 delivered con-
structs for expression of Cre recombinase. An AAV (serotype 2/7; Vector Core;
University of Pennsylvania) for Cre-dependent coexpression of ChR2, NpHR,
and Venus (AAV2/7 EF1a::DIO-ChR2(H134R)-2A-eNpHR-2A-Venus; Tang
et al., 2009) was injected into the BA of the same animals. This approach
allowed for specific opsin expression only in IL- or PL-projecting BA cells.
All viruses (approximately 0.3 ml HSV/CAV mix (1:1) and 0.5 ml AAV per hemi-
sphere) were injected from glass pipettes (tip diameter 10–20 mm) connected
to a Picospritzer at the following coordinates: IL rostral + 1.75, lateral ± 0.3, and
ventral 2.5; PL rostral + 1.75, lateral ± 0.3, and ventral 2.3; BA caudal  1.7,
lateral ± 3.4, and ventral 4.2.
Optrode Recordings and Optogenetic Manipulation of Behavior
For optogenetic manipulation of behavior, animals were bilaterally implanted
with custom-built optic fiber connectors (0.48 numerical aperture; 200 mm
diameter; Thorlabs). Fiber ends were lowered to 500 mm above the BA at the
injection site. Implants were fixed to the skull with cyanoacrylate glue (Ultra
Gel; Henkel) and dental cement (Paladur; Heraeus). After 1–2 months, the im-
planted fibers were connected to a custom-built laser bench (lasers: MBL473
and MGL593.5; CNI Lasers). To allow the animals to move freely, the fibers
were suspended over the experimental context.
Animals were subjected to fear conditioning and extinction training as
described above, with some modifications. Animals were conditioned to
two different CSs (pip structure and properties as described) of distinct
frequencies (3 kHz and 12 kHz, respectively). Both CSs were paired with
foot-shocks (five pairings per CS). During extinction training, both CSs were
presented 16 times. The first four presentations of each CS were used to
test initial freezing levels. Subsequent CS presentations were paired during
each pip with blue-light illumination for one of the CSs and yellow light for
the other CS. Light was delivered for 300 ms, starting 50 ms before pip onset.
This 2 3 2 experimental design (two opposing optogenetic manipulations of
two distinct pathways in two groups of animals) maximized the effects in
each individual animal and allowed for statistical analysis using two-way
ANOVA. During retrieval on the next day, CSs were presented without light.
The order of the frequencies and the pairing with blue or yellow light were
counterbalanced over the experimental set.
For validation of the optogenetic approach, animals underwent the same vi-
rus-injection procedure as described above. Here, one optic-fiber connector
was replaced by a custom-built optrode. Optrodes consisted of an optic-fiber
connector with an attached electrode. Electrodes weremade of 16 individually
insulated, gold-plated nichrome wires (13 mm inner diameter, impedance
30–100 kU; Sandvik), attached to a connector (18 pin; Omnetics). The whole
implant was fixed to the skull as described above. Single-unit recordings
were performed as described below. For the validation of the approach, im-
planted animals were transferred to a behavioral context and pulses of blue
and yellow light (300 ms; 60 presentations each; 2 s interpulse interval) were
presented during recording of single-unit activity to test for light responsive-
ness of individual recorded units. Neurons were considered as light responsive
if they showed bidirectional time-locked, short-latency activity changes upon
illumination (Figure S11).
For the functional characterization of optogenetically identified IL- and
PL-projecting BA cells, animals were subjected to a discriminative fear-condi-
tioning and extinction paradigm as described before (Herry et al., 2008). On
day 1, mice were habituated by four presentations of the CS+ and the CS
(pip frequency: 7.5 kHz or white noise) in context B. Discriminative fear condi-
tioning was performed on day 2 by pairing the CS+ with a US (five CS+/US
pairings) in context A. The CSwas presented after each CS+/US association
but was never reinforced. The frequencies used for CS+ and CS were coun-
terbalanced across animals. On day 3 and day 4, conditioned mice underwent
extinction training in context B, consisting of 4 and 12 presentations of the
CS and the CS+, respectively.
Single-unit activity was recorded during all behavioral sessions. Before the
habituation session and after the second extinction session, light responsive-
ness of individual recorded units was tested. Extinction, fear, and persistentcells were defined as previously described (Herry et al., 2008). Extinction cells
showed a significant increase in the Z-score-transformed neuronal activity in
the first 100 ms after CS+ onset only in the late phase of extinction (last four
CSs; low fear) and not in the early phase (first four CSs; high fear). Conversely,
fear cells showed a significant increase in the Z-score-transformed neuronal
activity in the first 100 ms after CS+ onset only in the early phase of extinction
(first four CSs; high fear) and not in the late phase (last four CSs; low fear).
Persistent cells showed significant activity changes during both high- and
low-fear states. After completion of the experiment, recording sites were
marked with electrolytic lesions before perfusion. Viral injection sites and elec-
trode locations were validated with immunofluorescence and standard histo-
logical techniques.
For the optogenetic behavior experiments (Figure 3F) and for the functional
characterization of IL- or PL-projecting BA neurons (Figure 3), only mice with
bilateral injections exclusively in the IL or PL, respectively, and the BA were
included. On average, 711 ± 247 cells were double infected in BA and 255 ±
122 cells ventral to the BA in piriform cortex (n = 10 animals). Five out of ten
animals exhibited low numbers of infected cells in piriform cortex (BA: 337 ±
133 cells; piriform cortex: 27 ± 16 cells), yet showed the same behavioral
phenotype. There was no significant difference in the number of double-
infected BA cells in IL- or PL-injected animals (IL: 546 ± 333, n = 5 animals;
PL: 842 ± 424, n = 5). For the validation of the optogenetic approach, animals
with bilateral mPFC injections, BA injection on the recorded hemisphere, and
electrode implantation in the BA were included (Figure 3E).
In Vivo Electrophysiology and Analysis
Single-unit spike sorting was performed using Offline Spike Sorter (OFSS;
Plexon) as described (Herry et al., 2008). Briefly, principal component scores
were calculated for unsorted waveforms and plotted on three-dimensional
principal component spaces, and clusters containing similar valid waveforms
were manually defined (Figure S12). A group of waveforms was considered to
be generated from a single neuron if it defined a discrete cluster in principal
component space that was distinct from clusters for other units and if it dis-
played a clear refractory period (>1 ms) in the autocorrelogram histograms.
In addition, two parameters were used to quantify the overall separation be-
tween identified clusters in a particular channel. These parameters include
the J3 statistic, which corresponds to the ratio of between-cluster to within-
cluster scatter, and the Davies-Bouldin validity index (DB), which reflects the
ratio of the sum of within-cluster scatter to between-cluster separation. High
values for the J3 and low values for the DB are indicative of good single-unit
isolation. Control values for these statistics were obtained by artificially
defining two clusters from the centered cloud of points in the principal compo-
nent space from channels in which no units could be detected. Template
waveforms were then calculated for well-separated clusters and stored for
further analysis. Clusters of identified neurons were analyzed offline for each
recording session using principal component analysis and a template-match-
ing algorithm.Only stable clusters of single units recorded over the time course
of the entire behavioral training were considered. Long-term single-unit stabil-
ity isolation was first evaluated using Wavetracker (Plexon) in which principal
component space cylinders were calculated from a 5 min segment of data
spontaneously recorded before any training session. Straight cylinders sug-
gest that the same set of single units was recorded during the entire training
session (Figure S12).
Second, we quantitatively evaluated the similarity of waveform shape by
calculating linear correlation (R) values between average waveforms obtained
over training days (Herry et al., 2008). As a control, we computed the R values
from average waveforms of different neurons (Table S4).
Third, for each unit, we used correlation analysis to quantitatively compare
the similarity of waveform shape during CS+ stimulation and during a 60 s
period of spontaneous activity recorded before each behavioral session. To
avoid analysis of the same neuron recorded on different channels, we
computed cross-correlation histograms. If a target neuron presented a peak
of activity at a time that the reference neuron fires, only one of the two neurons
was considered for further analysis. CS-induced neural activity was calculated
by comparing the firing rate after stimulus onset with the firing rate recorded
during the 500ms before stimulus onset (bin size, 20ms; averaged over blocks
of four CS presentations consisting of 108 individual sound pips in total) usingNeuron 81, 428–437, January 22, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 435
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average baseline firing rate established over the 500 ms preceding stimulus
onset from individual raw values and by dividing the difference by the baseline
SD. Only CS-excited neurons were considered for analysis. Classification of
units was performed by comparing the largest significant Z score values within
100 ms after CS onset during extinction sessions according to the freezing
levels. For high-fear states, the entire extinction session was analyzed,
whereas, for low-fear states, analysis was restricted to the block of four CS
presentations during which the fear level was the lowest. A unit was classified
as a fear neuron if it exhibited a significant Z score value after fear conditioning
(when freezing levels were high), but no significant Z score value after extinc-
tion (when freezing levels were low), and vice versa for extinction neurons.
Finally, units were classified as extinction-resistant neurons if they displayed
a significant Z score value both after fear conditioning and after extinction,
independently of freezing levels.
Analysis of spike width and bursting activity of fear and extinction neurons
was performed on data from previously collected in vivo single-unit data (Herry
et al., 2008). Tone-evoked changes in spike width in fear and extinction neu-
rons were analyzed during the habituation (four CSs), early extinction (first
four CSs), and late extinction (last four CSs) sessions. For each pip in a given
CS presentation, only spikes occurring within the first 500 ms after CS onset
were analyzed. Furthermore, to prevent potential confounds with burst-
induced changes in firing frequency that may influence the spike width, the
analysis was restricted to spikes exhibiting a minimum interspike interval of
50 ms. Spike width was measured from trough to peak, and average values
were normalized to the habituation session. To analyze bursting activity, we
used the Poisson surprise method (Lege´ndy and Salcman, 1985) applied to
the entire habituation, early extinction, and late extinction sessions but
excluding periods of CS presentation. Briefly, this method detects bursts by
finding consecutive interspike intervals (ISI) shorter than half the mean ISI,
and calculates the ‘‘unlikeliness’’ or ‘‘surprise’’ that a given ISI would be
expected if the spike train was a Poisson process with random temporal
patterning. Furthermore, the Poisson surprise method is a rigorous detector
of bursts because it is nonsensitive to fluctuations in average firing rate and
treats each spike train as an independent entity. We used a surprise value of
three in our analysis, which corresponds to a probability of 0.05 of finding a
burst of spikes within a random sequence. Surprise values were calculated
for bursts with at least three spikes with consecutive ISIs less than half the
mean ISI of the entire sequence.
In Vitro Electrophysiology
Brain coronal slices were prepared from 6- to 9-week-old male mice injected
with RBs. Two hours after behavioral training, brains were dissected in ice-
cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) and sliced (300 mm thick) with a
Microm slicer (HM 650 V) at 4C. Sapphire blades (Delaware Diamond Knives)
were used to improve slice quality. Slices were recovered for 45 min at 37C in
an interface chamber containing ACSF equilibrated with 95%O2/5%CO2. The
ACSF contained (in mM): 124 NaCl, 2.7 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1.3 MgCl2, 26 NaHCO3,
0.4 NaH2PO4, 18 glucose, and 2.25 ascorbate. Whole-cell patch-clamp re-
cordings were obtained from RB-labeled projection neurons in the BA at
room temperature in a submerged chamber with constant ACSF perfusion.
Neurons were visually identified with infrared video microscopy using an up-
right microscope equipped with 53 and 403 objectives (Olympus). Fluores-
cent cells were identified using a Polychrome V Till imaging system (Till
Photonics). Patch electrodes (3–5 MU) were pulled from borosilicate glass
tubing and were filled with an intracellular solution consisting of (in mM): 130
potassium-gluconate, 10 HEPES, 10 phosphocreatineNa2, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.4
Na-GTP, 5 KCl, 0.6 EGTA (pH adjusted to 7.25 with KOH; 280–300
mOsm). In voltage- and current-clamp recordings, membrane potential was
held at 70 mV. All recordings were performed at room temperature in the
presence of 100 mM picrotoxin.
Data were acquired with pClamp9.2 (Axon Instruments) and recorded with a
Multiclamp700B amplifier. Voltage-clamp experiments were filtered at 2 kHz
and sampled at 5 kHz, whereas all current-clamp experiments were filtered
at 10 kHz and sampled at 20 kHz. Series resistance wasmonitored throughout
the experiments by applying hyperpolarizing pulses. When series resistance
changed by more than 20%, the experiment was terminated. Spiking patterns436 Neuron 81, 428–437, January 22, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.were assessed by applying two different protocols to the cells in current-
clamp: one applying hyperpolarizing currents from 200 pA to depolarizing
currents at +250 pA in 50 pA steps and the other ranging from 400 pA
to +500 pA in 100 pA steps. Firing accommodation was measured by calcu-
lating the ratio of the last over the first interspike interval using sweeps with
six action potentials. AHPfast was measured by determining the minimum Vm
in a 7 ms time window after action-potential onset. Action potential half-width
was measured at 50% of the peak amplitude. All values are averages of three
measurements per cell using the first action potential elicited by the minimal
suprathreshold current injection. For recordings of spontaneous synaptic cur-
rents, two 5 min periods were recorded and before and after series resistance
was measured. All values are expressed as means ± SEM. Statistical compar-
isons were performed with paired or unpaired Student’s t test or with a one- or
two-way ANOVA followed by a post hoc Tukey’s test as appropriate (two-
tailed p < 0.05 was considered significant). One neuron per slice was filled
with a 1:1 neurobiotin/biocytin mix (5 mg/ml; Vector Laboratories; Sigma-
Aldrich). Subsequently, slices were transferred to 4% PFA, kept for 1–3 weeks
at 4C for fixation, and revealed using standard methods (ABC-elite kit; Vector
Laboratories).
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